We compute the Gromov-Witten invariants of the ag manifold using a new combinatorial construction for its quantum cohomology ring. Our construction can be viewed as a deformation of the Lascoux-Sch utzenberger theory of Schubert polynomials.
Introduction
Let Fl n be the variety of complete ags in the n-dimensional linear space C n . The cohomology ring H (Fl n ; Z) can be described in two di erent ways. The rst, algebraic description, due to Borel 6] , represents it as a quotient of the polynomial ring in n variables:
H (Fl n ; Z) = Z x 1 ; : : :; x n ]=I n ; (1.1) where x 1 ; : : :; x n 2 H 2 (Fl n ; Z) are the rst Chern classes of n standard line bundles on Fl n , and I n is the ideal generated by symmetric polynomials in x 1 ; : : : ; x n without constant term.
The second, geometric, description of the cohomology ring of the ag manifold is based on the decomposition of Fl n into Schubert cells. These are even-dimensional cells indexed by the elements of the symmetric group S n . The corresponding cohomology classes w , w 2 S n (the Schubert classes) form an additive basis in H (Fl n ; Z).
One way to relate the two approaches is to determine those elements of the quotient ring Z x 1 ; : : :; x n ]=I n that correspond to the Schubert classes under the isomorphism (1.1). This was rst done in 3] (see also 9]) in a more general setup of an arbitrary complex semisimple Lie group. Later, Lascoux and Sch utzenberger 20] further developed this theory (for the type A) by introducing remarkable polynomial QH (Fl n ; Z) = Z q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 ] x 1 ; : : : ; x n ]=I q n ; (1.2) where the x i are the same as before, and I q n is the ideal generated by the coecients E n 1 ; : : :; E n n of the characteristic polynomial det(1 + G n ) = This result specializes to Borel's theorem in the classical limit q 1 = : : : = q n?1 = 0, since in that case E n i becomes e n i , the elementary symmetric function of degree i in the variables x 1 ; : : :; x n . We call E n i the i'th quantum elementary symmetric function in x 1 ; : : :; x n .
In this paper, we give the quantum analogues of the Bernstein{Gelfand{Gelfand theorem and the Schubert polynomials construction of Lascoux and Sch utzenberger. This allows us to design e cient algorithms for computing the Gromov-Witten invariants for the ag manifold.
Our solution to the above problems is essentially combinatorial, and only relies on a few properties of the quantum cohomology, which can be expressed in elementary terms (see Properties 6.1{6.5).
De We present below the general outline of the paper, pointing out the main steps of the proof of Theorem 1.1. In Section 2, we review the necessary background from the theory of classical cohomology of the ag manifold and ordinary Schubert polynomials, together with the main result of Givental and Kim, and Ciocan-Fontanine.
The quantum Schubert polynomials are the images of the ordinary ones under the quantization map, which is the Z q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 ]{linear map de ned by e i 1 :::im 7 ! E i 1 :::im : (1.7) In Section 3, we give an invariant de nition of the quantization map in terms of a certain family of commuting divided di erence operators. We also introduce and study a new multiplicative structure on the space of polynomials, called the quantum multiplication, which makes the quantization map a ring isomorphism. We believe that this construction can nd other applications in enumerative geometry and algebraic combinatorics.
In Section 4, we study the standard elementary monomials and their quantum analogues. In particular, we prove the equivalence of the two de nitions of the quantization map. This leads to another formulation of our main result (see Theorem 3.5).
In Section 5, we begin the study of the quantum Schubert polynomials. Using the results of Sections 3-4, we give a combinatorial proof of the crucial orthogonality property of these polynomials (Theorem 5.3). Actually, orthogonality is the only fact from Sections 3{5 which is used in the nal phase of the proof of Theorem 1.1, carried out in Section 6. The reader mostly interested in the general layout of this proof may proceed directly to Section 6, after checking out the preliminaries in Section 2 and reading the beginning of Section 5.2 through Theorem 5. 3 .
In Section 7, we discuss the problem of axiomatic characterization of the quantum Schubert polynomials, prove the quantum analogue of Monk's formula, and study quantum complete homogeneous polynomials.
Section 8 is devoted to explicit computation. After providing the tables of quantum Schubert polynomials for S 2 , S 3 , and S 4 , we design e cient algorithms for computing the Gromov-Witten invariants of the ag manifolds. Our approach is based on the observation that the linear span of the quantum Schubert polynomials for Fl n coincides with the set of normal forms modulo I q n , with respect to the Gr obner basis for a certain term order. We include the tables of the Gromov-Witten invariants for Fl 3 and Fl 4 .
There are many open problems that naturally arise in this context, of which we will only mention a few. The rst natural task is to extend the theory to the case of an arbitrary root system, thus providing a quantum analogue to the corresponding result in 3]. It should be noted that at this time, we know of no proven generalization of (1.2) to other types. It would also be interesting to nd a combinatorial construction for the quantum Schubert polynomials for other classical series (cf. 5, 12]), and to compute the Gromov-Witten invariants of partial ag manifolds (cf. 2, 15]).
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Preliminaries

Flag manifold
We begin with reviewing the basic results 3, 6] on the classical cohomology of the ag manifold. Most of the statements below apply to any semisimple Lie group. Let Fl n be the ag manifold whose points are the complete ags U . = (U 1 U 2 : : : U n = C n ) ; dimU i = i ; (2.1) in the n-dimensional linear space C n . The space Fl n comes equipped with the ag 4 of tautological vector bundles 0 = E 0 E 1 : : : E n?1 E n = C n ; the ber of E i at the point (2.1) is U i . is an isomorphism.
Another (geometric) description of H (Fl n ; Z) is based on a decomposition of Fl n into even-dimensional cells, which are indexed by the elements of the symmetric group S n . For the standard basis v 1 ; : : :; v n in V = C n , x the complete ag V . = (V 1 V 2 : : : V n = V = C n ) 2 Fl n by de ning V q = hv 1 ; : : : ; v q i. For where e V q is the subspace in V spanned by the last q basis vectors v n+1?q ; : : :; v n . By de nition, the Schubert variety X w is the closure of the cell X o w . Analogously, w is the closure of o w . The (real) dimension of X w is dim R X w = 2l(w), where l(w) is the length of w (the number of inversions). Likewise, codim R w = 2l(w). Let X w ] 2 H 2l (Fl n ; Z) and w ] 2 H n(n?1)?2l (Fl n ; Z) be the fundamental cycles of X w and w , respectively. Each of the families f X w ]; w 2 S n g and f w ]; w 2 S n g is a basis in H (Fl n ; Z), these bases being dual to each other with respect to the Poincar e pairing H 2l (Fl n ; Z) H n(n?1)?2l (Fl n We note that w = X w 0 w ] , where w 0 is the longest element in S n , given by w 0 (i) = n + 1 ? i, i = 1; : : : ; n. The following result of C. Ehresmann 10] is classical. Theorem 2.2 The Schubert classes w , w 2 S n , form an additive basis in the free abelian group H (Fl n ; Z). In particular, the rank of H (Fl n ; Z) is n! .
Divided di erences and Schubert polynomials
In 3], Bernstein, Gelfand, and Gelfand suggested a procedure, based on divided di erence recurrences, that can be used to compute the elements of the quotient ring C x 1 ; : : :; x n ]=I n which correspond to the Schubert classes. Even more explicit combinatorial representatives called the Schubert polynomials were then discovered by Lascoux and Sch utzenberger 20] . In this section, we review the main de nitions and basic facts of this theory. For more details see, e.g., Macdonald 22] .
In the symmetric group S n , let s i denote the adjacent transposition (i i+1 Theorem 2.5 The Schubert polynomials represent Schubert classes, i.e., in the notation of (2.2) and Theorem 2.1, (S w ) = w .
We will also need the following properties of the Schubert polynomials. 
Quantum cohomology and Gromov-Witten invariants
As an abelian group, the (\small") quantum cohomology ring of the ag manifold Fl n is QH (Fl n ; Z) = H (Fl n ; Z) Z q 1 ; : : :; q n?1 ] ; where q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 are formal parameters. The multiplication in QH (Fl n ; Z) (the quantum multiplication) is linear over Z q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 ] and can therefore be de ned by specifying its structure constants with respect to the additive basis of the Schubert cohomology classes w , w 2 S n . Namely, the coe cient of a Schubert class w 0 w in the quantum product of u and v is equal to X In the case N = 2, formula (2.13) de nes a binary operation on H. Magically, this operation is associative (see 24, 19] ). For an arbitrary N, the expression (2.13), is indeed the product w 1 w N . We thus obtain a new structure of a commutative and associative ring on H. It is called the quantum cohomology ring of the ag manifold Fl n .
The following description of the quantum cohomology ring of the ag manifold was given by Givental and Kim 14] , and further justi ed by Kim 15, 16] and Ciocan- Fontanine 8] . (We have already mentioned this result in the introduction.) Let I q n be the ideal in the ring P n = Z q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 ] x 1 ; : : : ; x n ] that is generated by the coe cients E n 1 ; : : : ; E n n of the characteristic polynomial (1.3) of the matrix G n given by (1.4). Theorem 2.9 14, 15, 16, 8] The quantum cohomology ring of the ag manifold Fl n is canonically isomorphic to the quotient ring P n =I q n .
More precisely, let us identify the polynomial x 1 + : : : + x i with the Schubert class s i corresponding to the Coxeter generator s i . The quantum cohomology ring is then generated by the elements x i , subject to the relations in the ideal I q n .
3 Quantum multiplication of polynomials
Consider the ring P 1 = Z q 1 ; q 2 ; : : :] x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :] of polynomials in in nitely many variables x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :, q 1 ; q 2 ; : : :. The elements of P 1 will be treated as polynomials in the x i with coe cients in Z q 1 ; q 2 ; : : :]. For a positive integer n, we will use the notation K = K q = Z q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 ], and will identify the ring P n = K q x 1 ; : : :; x n ] with the quotient P 1 =J n , where J n is the ideal generated by x n+1 ; x n+2 ; : : : and q n ; q n+1 ; : : :. All linear operators which will be dealt with below leave the ideal J n invariant, and can thus be viewed as acting in P n . We will thus allow ourselves to occasionally be vague in specifying the space on which an operator acts; this should not lead to ambiguities.
In this section, we will de ne a new commutative and associative operation f g in the polynomial ring P n (or P 1 ), which will be called quantum multiplication. This multiplication will coincide with the usual one in the \classical limit" q 1 = : : : = q n?1 = 0.
We will identify each polynomial f 2 P n with the operator of multiplication by f.
It will be convenient to denote q ij = q i q i+1 q j?1 for i < j. Note that q ij q jk = q ik .
Consider a linear form f = P i x i , i 2 K q . De ne the operator Q(f) by
Here @ (ij) = @ t ij = @ i @ i+1 @ j?2 @ j?1 @ j?2 @ i is the divided di erence operator which corresponds to the transposition t ij . (We will always assume i < j.) Let X 1 , X 2 ,. . . be the operators which act in the polynomial ring by X k (g) = (x k + Q(x k )) g. In other words,
Then, by linearity, f(X 1 ; : : :; X n ) = f(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) + Q(f) (3. 3) for any linear form f.
One easily checks that the ideal J n generated by x n+1 ; x n+2 ; : : : and q n ; q n+1 ; : : : is invariant under each operator X k . Hence X k naturally acts on P n = P 1 =J n . The following property is less obvious. Lemma 3.3 The commuting operators X 1 ; : : : ; X n are algebraically independent over K q . For any polynomial g 2 K q x 1 ; : : :; x n ] , there exists a unique operator G 2 K q X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] such that g = G(1).
(Here G(1) denotes the result of applying G to the polynomial 1.) Proof | Let deg x denote the degree on P n de ned by deg x (x i ) = 1 and deg x (q j ) = 0.
Since each Q(x i ) lowers the degree, it follows that, for any F = f(X 1 ; : : :; X n ) 2 K q X 1 ; : : :; X n ], we have deg x (f(x 1 ; : : : ; x n )?F(1)) < deg x (f). In particular, F 6 = 0 if f 6 = 0.
We will prove the second statement by induction on deg x (g) = d. If d = 0, then g 2 K q and G = g. Suppose d > 0. Then g(x 1 ; : : :; x n ) ? g(X 1 ; : : : ; X n )(1) is a polynomial of degree < d. By the induction assumption, it can be expressed in the form h(X 1 ; : : : ; X n )(1), for some polynomial h. Hence g(x 1 ; : : :; x n ) = ((g + h)(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ))(1) :
To prove uniqueness, note that if F(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) 6 = 0, then deg
By virtue of Lemma 3.3, we obtain a bijective correspondence P n = K q x 1 ; : : : ; x n ] ?! K q X 1 ; : : :; X n ] g(x 1 ; : : :; x n ) 7 ?! G(X 1 ; : : :; X n )
given by g = G(1) and called the quantization map. We will call the polynomial G the quantization of g. For example, one can verify that the quantizations of x 1 x 2 and x 2 1 are X 1 X 2 + q 1 and X 2 1 ? q 1 , respectively. It is straightforward to check that the quantization map preserves the grading deg x;q de ned by deg x;q (x i ) = deg x;q (X i ) = 1 and deg x;q (q j ) = 2. To make the quantization map a ring isomorphism, we de ne the quantum multiplication on P n as the \pullback," under the quantization map, of the ordinary multiplicative structure in K q X 1 ; : : :; X n ]. In other words, the quantum product f g of polynomials f; g 2 P n = K q x 1 ; : : :; x n ] is de ned by f g = (F G)(1) = F(g) ; (3.4) where F = F(X 1 ; : : :; X n ) and G = G(X 1 ; : : :; X n ) are the quantizations of f and g, respectively. This makes (P n ; +; ) a commutative ring.
The quantum product in P n is of course completely determined by the rule for computing f g where f is a linear form. In view of (3.3), the quantization of a linear form f = f(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) is the polynomial F = f(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) = f(x 1 ; : : :; x n )+Q(f), where Q(f) is given by (3.1). Then (3.4) gives:
f g = F(g) = (f(x 1 ; : : :; x n ) + Q(f))(g) : (3.5) It follows that, more generally, the quantum product of linear forms f 1 ; f 2 ; : : :; f k 2 P n is given by x an n . A linear combination of such monomials, with coe cients in K q , is called a quantum polynomial. Lemma 3.3 can be restated as saying that any polynomial g 2 P n is uniquely expressed as a quantum polynomial. This quantum polynomial is nothing but the quantization of g.
Let us now examine the relation between the quantum multiplication and the ideal I n P n generated by the symmetric functions without constant term.
Lemma 3.4 The operators X 1 ; : : :; X n acting in P n leave the space I n invariant.
In other words, I n is an ideal with respect to the quantum multiplication.
Proof | Let g 2 I n , say, g = P f i g i , where the f i are symmetric in x 1 ; : : :; x n , with zero constant term. Notice that each X j , as an operator in P n , commutes with multiplication by f i . Therefore X j (g) = P f i X j (g i ) 2 I n .
In view of Lemma 3.4, the quantum multiplication in P n can be projected onto the quotient space P n =I n , making (P n =I n ; +; ) a commutative ring. This ring is related to the quantum cohomology ring of the ag manifold in the following way.
Theorem 3.5 The canonical isomorphism map between P n =I n and the classical cohomology ring of the ag manifold is at the same time a ring isomorphism between P n =I n , endowed with the (combinatorially de ned) quantum multiplication, and the quantum cohomology ring of the ag manifold.
In the beginning of Section 6, we will explain that Theorem 3.5 is essentially a reformulation of Theorem 1.1, the main result of this paper. Proof | We will rst show that every polynomial f 2 P 1 is a linear combination of standard elementary monomials. As noted above, f is a linear combination of some monomials in the e k i . Choose such a linear combination and apply to it the following straightening algorithm.
Suppose that some monomial in this combination is not standard. Find a monomial which has some of its upper indices k repeated, with the smallest possible value of k. Say, this monomial contains e k i e k j . Then substitute e k i e k j by the right-hand side of (4.3). Note that, because of our choice of k, we will not create any new repetition of upper indices with a smaller k. Repeatedly using this procedure, we can express f as a combination of standard elementary monomials. Now let us show that all standard elementary monomials are linearly independent. For suppose not. Find a nontrivial linear relation R with terms of minimal possible degree. Let k be the minimal index such that some e k i , i > 0, appears in some monomial in R. By Lemma 4.2, @ k annihilates every monomial not containing e k i , i > 0, whereas @ k e k i e k+1 j : : : = e k?1 i?1 e k+1 j : : :. Therefore applying @ k to R results in a nontrivial linear relation with terms of smaller degree. This contradicts the choice of R.
Recall that I n is the ideal that, in our current notation, is generated by e n 1 ; : : : ; e n n . For a xed n, let A n denote the n!- 
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Then observe that the quotient P n =I n has dimension n! , and P n =I n = P 1 =he n 1 ; : : :; e n n ; x n+1 ; x n+2 ; : : :i : (4.5)
Every standard monomial not of the form e i 1 i 2 :::i n?1 belongs to the ideal in the right-hand side of (4.5). It follows from Proposition 4.3 that the n! cosets of the polynomials e i 1 i 2 :::i n?1 form a basis in P n =I n . The same holds for the cosets of Schubert polynomials S w , which are related to the standard monomials by a nondegenerate linear transformation.
Quantum case
In this section, we show how to quantize the basis of standard elementary monomials, thus proving the equivalence of the two de nitions of the quantization map, given in Sections 1 and 3, respectively. We begin by nding the quantization of the elementary symmetric functions e k i . Let G k be the matrix given by 4) ), and let E k i = E i (X 1 ; : : : ; X k ) denote the coe cient of i in the characteristic polynomial det(1 + G k ). By convention, E k i = 0 unless 0 i k. It is not di cult to calculate the E k i explicitly. Let us view each variable X j as the \monomer" (singleton) fjg, 1 j k, and each q r as the \dimer" fr; r + 1g, 1 r k ? 1. Then E k i is the sum of all monomials in the X j and q r which correspond to disjoint collections of monomers and dimers covering exactly i distinct nodes. The number of monomials in E k k is thus equal to the k'th Fibonacci number. Also immediate from this description is the recurrence
for any k i 1, where we assume q 0 = 0. The above \monomer-dimer" combinatorial construction can be used to describe the quantization of any square-free monomial x a = x a 1 x a 2 . Namely, consider the graph whose vertices are the a i , and whose edges connect a i and a j if ja i ? a j j = 1.
Assign weight X a i to the vertex a i and weight q a i to the edge (a i ; a i +1). Then every matching in this graph (i.e., a collection of vertex-disjoint edges, or dimers) acquires a weight equal to the product of weights of its dimers multiplied by the weights of left out vertices. The sum of these weights, for all matchings, is the quantization of the monomial x a . A similar rule for computing the inverse (\dequantization") image X a (1) of a square-free monomial X a = X a 1 X a 2 can be obtained using M obius inversion. The only di erence from the quantization rule is in replacing each q i by ?q i . Even though these descriptions may come handy in particular examples, we will not employ them in the sequel.
Let us now treat the X i as the operators de ned by (3.2), i.e., the operators of quantum multiplication by x i . Accordingly, any polynomial in the X i (such as E k i ) can be viewed as an operator. In particular, the quantization map sends the generators e n i , i = 1; : : : ; n, of the ideal I n to the generators E n i of the Givental-Kim ideal I q n . Let Proof | By Lemma 3.4, the quantization image of I n is an ideal in the polynomial ring K q X 1 ; : : :; X n ]. By Corollary 4.6, this image contains I q n . Since quantization is a degree-preserving isomorphism of the linear spaces K q x 1 ; : : : ; x n ] and K q X 1 ; : : :; X n ], dimension arguments prove the claim. Lemma 4.8 tells that the quantization map establishes a ring isomorphism (P n =I n ; +; ) ?! P n =I q n :
(4.7)
In view of Theorem 2.9, we conclude that the quotient (P n =I n ; +; ) is isomorphic to the quantum cohomology ring of Fl n . We note that this by no means proves Theorem 3.5, which claims that an isomorphism between (P n =I n ; +; ) and QH (Fl n ; Z)
is established by the usual identi cation P n =I n ! H (Fl n ), tensored with K q .
Recall that A n is the vector space spanned by the monomials x a 1 1 x a n?1 n?1 such that 0 a i n ? i for all i. We will use the same notation A n to denote the linear span of the monomials X a 1 1 X a n?1 n?1 satisfying the same condition. Proof | By Corollary 4.9, it is enough to consider the case when g = E i 1 :::i n?1 . The statement then follows by repeatedly applying Theorem 4.5.
The following result will be used in the proof of orthogonality of the quantum Schubert polynomials (see Section 5.2). Let e E k i denote the operator obtained from E k i by substituting q k = 0, i.e., by throwing away all the terms in the expansion of each operator X j which involve divided di erences @ (jl) with l > k (cf. (5.6) below).
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Theorem 4.11 For any polynomial g 2 P 1 , e E k i (g) = e k i g : (4.8) In other words, E k i coincides with the operator of multiplication by e k i , provided q k = 0.
Proof | The operator e E k i does not involve divided di erences @ l with l k.
Therefore it commutes with x l , l > k, and it su ces to prove (4.8) for g 2 P k .
(Notice that in this case e E k i (g) 2 P k .)
Let us expand g in the standard monomials (possibly involving variables x l with l > k). Let N be greater than the largest value of M such that some e M i enters one of these standard monomials. Then g 2 A N and, by Proposition 4.10, we have E N i (g) = e N i g = e N i g. The ideal J k = hq k ; q k+1 ; : : :; x k+1 ; x k+2 ; : : :i is an invariant subspace for all the X i and for the operators of multiplication by x i . Hence X i and x i act on the quotient space, which is canonically isomorphic to P k . The corresponding actions of E N i and e N i on P k coincide with e E k i and e k i , respectively. This implies e E k i (g) = e k i g, as desired. We conclude this section by a quantum analogue of (4.2), which can be used for \quantum straightening." Lemma 4.12 For k j 0, k i 0,
: Subtracting the second equation from the rst, we obtain (4.9).
Quantum Schubert polynomials
De nition and computation
We de ne the quantum Schubert polynomial S q w as the quantization of the ordinary Schubert polynomial S w . In other words, S q w (X 1 ; X 2 ; : : :)(1) = S w (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :) :
Thus the quantum multiplication of ordinary Schubert polynomials translates into the ordinary multiplication of the corresponding quantum Schubert polynomials.
Because of Theorem 4.7, the de nition of the quantum Schubert polynomials given above is equivalent to the one given in the Introduction, which we will now In what follows, we will write the quantum Schubert polynomials using the variables x i or X i , depending on a context. By Corollary 4.9, the space A n is complementary to the ideal I q n , so we can identify A n with the quotient space P n =I q n (each coset has a unique representative in A n ). It follows that the transition matrices between the bases fS q w g and fS w g are unipotent triangular, with respect to any linear ordering that is consistent with the degree.
Orthogonality
In this section, we obtain quantum analogues of the orthogonality properties of the ordinary Schubert polynomials (cf. Theorem 2.8).
Similarly to the classical case, orthogonality of Schubert classes is a trivial consequence of the quantum cohomology de nitions (cf. Property 7.4 below). At this point, however, we have not proved yet that our (combinatorially de ned) quantum Schubert polynomials S q w represent Schubert classes in the quantum cohomology ring. Moreover, the proof of this fact given in Section 6 will depend on a combinatorial proof of the orthogonality of the S q w , provided below in this section.
From Corollary 4.9 and Lemma 5.1, we know that the Z q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 ]{module P n =I q n has the following linear bases:
the monomials X a 1 1 X a 2 2 : : : X a n?1 n?1 such that 0 a k n?k for k = 1; : : : ; n?1; the quantum standard elementary monomials E i 1 i 2 :::i n?1 ; the quantum Schubert polynomials S q w .
For a polynomial F 2 P n , consider the expansion of the coset F modulo I q n in the rst of these bases. Let hhFii 2 Z q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 ] denote the coe cient of the staircase monomial X = X n?1 1 X n?2 2 X n?1 in this expansion. Equivalently, we could de ne hhFii as the coe cient of S q w 0 (resp., E 12:::n?1 ) in the quantum Schubert polynomials expansions of F (resp., standard E-monomials expansion), since S q w 0 is the only basis element whose monomial expansion involves X . We remark that if we treat the elements of the three bases above as actual polynomials (and not as cosets modulo I q n ), they will still span the same space A n . Let us also note that hhFii = (@ w 0 f)(0; : : : ; 0) ; (5.1) where F is the quantization of f (cf. (2.7)).
The following result is the quantum analogue of Theorem 2.8. To prove Lemma 5.5, it therefore su ces to show that any composition of operators of the form @ w 0 e i 1 :::i k?1 e X l 1 e X l j @ (lm) ; (5.7) with 1 l 1 < l 2 < : : : < l j < l k < m, vanishes. In view of the de nition of @ (lm) , this claim will follow if we prove that @ w 0 e i 1 :::i k?1 e X l 1 e X l j @ l @ k = 0 (5.8) for 1 l 1 < l 2 < : : : < l j < l k. We will prove (5.8) by induction on j. If j = 0, then it coincides with Lemma 5.4. For j > 0, the only term in the expression (5.6) for e X l j that neither commutes with (@ l @ k ) nor vanishes after composition with (@ l @ k ) is the term q l j l @ (l j l) . We then note that
Using the induction assumption, we conclude that the left-hand side of (5.8) equals q l j l (@ w 0 e i 1 :::i k?1 e X l 1 e X l j?1 @ l j @ l j +1 @ k )@ l?2 @ l j : The parenthesized factor is an expression similar to the left-hand side of (5.8) with j decreased by 1 and l replaced by l j . By the induction assumption, it vanishes, and Lemma 5.5 is proved.
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We continue with the proof of Theorem 5.3. Let us rst note that the only nontrivial case is l(u) + l(v) > l(w 0 ). Indeed, if deg x;q (S q u S q v ) = l(u) + l(v) < l(w 0 ), then the monomial X cannot appear in the expansion of this product. In the case l(u) + l(v) = l(w 0 ), the only terms which can contribute to hhS q u S q v ii are those not involving the q i , and (5.2) follows from its classical counterpart (2.8).
Since our quantum Schubert polynomials are linear combinations of quantum standard monomials of the same degree, it remains to show that Let us now de ne a bilinear form ( ; ) in the space A n = P n =I q n by setting (F; S q w ) = hhF S q w 0 w ii : (5. 13) The quantization map translates this scalar product into the following Euclidean structure on P n =I n : (f; S w ) q = (@ w 0 (f S w 0 w )) (0; : : : ; 0) :
The right-hand side is simply the coe cient of S w 0 in the Schubert polynomials expansion of f S w 0 w .
The following result is immediate from Theorem 5.3 and de nition (5.13).
Theorem 5.6 With respect to the scalar product (5.13) on P n =I q n , the quantum Schubert polynomials form an orthonormal basis. Equivalently, the ordinary Schubert polynomials are orthonormal with respect to the scalar product (5.14). 24 6 Proof of the main theorem Our main result was stated in two versions: Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 3.5. Let us explain why these two are equivalent. Theorem 1.1 can be restated as saying that the linear map P n =I q n ?! QH (Fl n ; Z) that sends a quantum Schubert polynomial S q w into the Schubert class w is a ring isomorphism. Theorem 3.5 asserts that the map S w 7 ! w is a ring isomorphism (P n =I n ; +; ) ?! QH (Fl n ; Z) ;
where, in the left-hand side, stands for the quantum multiplication de ned in Section 3. These two statements are equivalent because the quantization map establishes an isomorphism (P n =I n ; +; ) ?! P n =I q n that sends S w to S q w (see (4.7)).
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1/3.5. We begin with an outline of the proof. Consider \genuine" quantum Schubert polynomials, which represent the Schubert classes in the quantum cohomology ring. Although such polynomials are naturally de ned modulo the ideal I q n , it will be technically convenient to x a particular choice of polynomial representatives in P n .
Speci cally, let Q w be the unique polynomial in A n (cf. Corollary 4.9) that represents the Schubert class w under the canonical ring isomorphism QH (Fl n ; Z) ! P n =I q n de ned by s i ? s i?1 7 ! x i (see Theorem 2.9). Note that in the classical limit q 1 = : : : = q n?1 = 0 this choice of representatives gives the ordinary Schubert polynomials for S n . Theorem 1.1/3.5 can be reformulated as saying that the polynomials Q w coincide with the combinatorially de ned polynomials S q w . Recall that the latter were introduced as the images of the ordinary Schubert polynomials under the quantization map (see Section 3). As shown in Section 4.2, this quantization is nothing but the To prove the theorem, we will need certain ve properties (see Properties 6.1{6.5) of the polynomials Q w . The rst four properties easily follow from the quantumcohomology de nition; the fth one is a theorem of Ciocan-Fontanine 8]. It will eventually become clear that Properties 6.1{6.5 uniquely de ne the polynomials Q w . However, directly verifying these properties for the polynomials S q w seems hopeless, since even in the classical case, Property 6.4, the nonnegativity of the structure constants, has no known combinatorial proof.
We thus choose a di erent route. Namely, we use some other properties of the polynomials S q w (most notably, their orthogonality, Theorem 5.3) to demonstrate that the forementioned ve properties of the Q w in combination with the known properties of the S q w force the equality Q w = S q w . As a byproduct, this will immediately imply that those ve properties uniquely characterize the polynomials Q w . Property 6.1 Q w is a homogeneous polynomial in x 1 ; : : :; x n and q 1 ; : : : ; q n?1 of degree l(w), assuming deg(x i ) = 1 and deg(q j ) = 2.
Proof | Follows from condition (2.14), which tells that the multiplication in the quantum cohomology ring respects the above grading.
Property 6.2 Specializing q 1 = : : : = q n?1 = 0 yields Q w = S w , the classical Schubert polynomials.
Proof | This property re ects the fact that this specialization converts the quantum cohomology of Fl n into the usual one.
Property 6.3 Q w belongs to the vector space A n spanned by the classical Schubert polynomials.
Property 6.3 is merely a convention about representing the cosets modulo I q n by particular polynomials.
It follows from the above properties that the Q w form a linear basis in A n = P n =I q n , and that the transition matrices between any two of the bases fQ w g, fS q w g, and fS w g, are unipotent triangular, with respect to any linear ordering that is consistent with l(w).
The next property is a reformulation of the fact that the Gromov-Witten invariants are nonnegative integers. Property 6.4 Consider any product of polynomials Q w . Expand it (modulo I q n ) in the linear basis fQ w g. Then all coe cients in this expansion are polynomials in the q j with nonnegative integer coe cients.
As a corollary, for any w 1 ; : : :; w k 2 S n , the value hhQ w 1 Q w k ii de ned as in Section 5.2 is a polynomial in the q j with nonnegative integer coe cients. Indeed, hhQ w 1 Q w k ii is equal to the coe cient of Q w 0 in the expansion of the product, since Q w 0 is the only element of the basis fQ w g whose expansion contains the staircase monomial x | with coe cient 1.
Let QH + denote the set of all linear combinations of the Q w whose coe cients are polynomials in the q j with nonnegative integer coe cients. By Property 6.4, QH + is a semiring, i.e., is closed under addition and multiplication.
It is well known that the (ordinary) Schubert polynomial S w for a cycle w = s k?i+1 s k is the elementary symmetric function e k i . The following result, which is a restatement of formula (3) in 8], provides a quantum analogue to this fact. Property 6.5 For a cycle w = s k?i+1 s k , the polynomial Q w is E k i , the quantum elementary symmetric function.
We will only use a corollary of this property in our proof, namely, we will need the fact that E k i 2 QH + . Together with Property 6.4, this implies that every standard quantum monomial E = E 1 ::: n?1 belongs to the semiring QH + .
Let It is tempting to conjecture that this holds in general, i.e., these properties uniquely de ne the quantum Schubert polynomials. This would be a very nice result (perhaps too nice to be true), since it would mean that these polynomials are the only ones that satisfy a set of conditions, which easily follow from the basic properties of quantum cohomology. symmetry of the Gromov-Witten invariants implies that this expression is also the coe cient of Q w 0 u in Q v Q 1 = Q v , which is obviously equal to the right-hand side of (7.1). The S 2 -symmetry of the type A n?1 Dynkin diagram has as a consequence the invariance of the quantum (as well as the ordinary) cohomology of the ag manifold with respect to the involutive ring automorphism ! de ned by !( s k ) = s n?k ; !(q k ) = q n?k ; (7.2) for k = 1; 2; : : : ; n?1, where the s k are the Schubert classes of the two-dimensional cycles. Since S q s k = S s k = x 1 + : : : + x k , and x 1 + : : : + x n lies in both I q n and I n , we can re-de ne ! as the automorphism of the polynomial ring P n de ned by !(x k ) = ?x n+1?k ; !(q k ) = q n?k : (7.3) Property 7.5 For any w 2 S n , one has !(Q w ) = Q w 0 ww 0 mod I q n .
The involution ! is studied in Section 7.3. In particular, we provide a combinatorial proof of Property 7.5 (see Corollary 7.17).
Property 7.6 If u and v belong to the parabolic subgroups generated by s 1 ; : : :; s k and s k+1 ; : : :; s n?1 , respectively, for some k, then Q uv = Q u Q v . Conjecture 7.7 (Weak version) The quantum Schubert polynomials are uniquely de ned by Properties 6.1{6.4 and 7.4{7.6.
We did not include in our list of axioms some basic properties of the quantum Schubert polynomials S q w , which, however important, do not immediately follow from the quantum-cohomology de nition, mainly because these properties are peculiar to the particular choice of coset representatives that we made. Some examples of such properties are given below: (stability) S q w , for w 2 S n , does not change if w is regarded as an element of S m , for n < m; S q w does not involve q n?1 ; to multiply S q u and S q v in the quotient ring P n =I q n (which is equivalent to multiplying the corresponding Schubert classes in the quantum cohomology ring), expand the product S q u S q v in the basis fS q w g of the polynomial ring P 1 , and throw away all terms containing S q w with w not in S n ; if w 2 S n but w = 2 S n?1 , then S q w 2 I q n?1 . The proofs are left to the reader.
Quantum Monk's formula
Recall the notation q ab = q a q a+1 q b?1 .
Theorem 7.8 (Quantum Monk's formula) We have S q sr S q w = X S q wt ab + X q cd S q wt cd ; (7.4) where the rst sum is over all transpositions t ab such that a r < b and l(wt ab ) = l(w) + 1 (as in the classical Monk's formula) and the second sum is over all transpositions t cd such that c r < d and l(wt cd ) = l(w) ? l(t cd ) = l(w) ? 2(d ? c) + 1. We note that S q sr = S sr = x 1 + : : : + x r .
Proof | We will prove a more general formula: for any linear form f = C C C C C C C C C A ; (7.6) 32 since all the elements in the rst row belong to I n . This formula can be proved, e.g., by induction on l, repeatedly expanding the determinant in the last row. It is also a special case of the agged Jacobi-Trudi identity for a Schubert polynomial of a vexillary permutation (cf., e.g., 22, Section 4]).
Since each term in the expansion of the determinant (7.6) is a standard elementary monomial, Theorem 4.7 implies the following quantization rule for the complete homogeneous symmetric functions. is the quantization of h k l . The quantum complete homogeneous symmetric functions H k l will play a role in Section 8 as elements of the Gr obner basis for the ideal I q n . These functions can be given a direct combinatorial interpretation in terms of families of non-intersecting paths in a certain oriented graph. h n?1 i n?1 , with arbitrary i 1 ; : : : ; i n?1 , form a linear basis in P n . Then Lemma 7.9, together with the observation that the number of standard h-monomials is n! = dim(P n =I n ), proves the claim.
Recall that ! is the involutive automorphism of the polynomial ring P n de ned by !(x k ) = ?x n+1?k and !(q k ) = q n?k , for k = 1; : : : ; n (see (7. 3)). Lemma 7.12 Both I n and I q n are invariant subspaces of !.
Proof | Since ! is a ring automorphism, we only have to check that !(e n i ) 2 I n and !(E n i ) 2 I q n . Indeed, it is straightforward to verify that !(e n i ) = (?1) i e n i and !(E n i ) = (?1) i E n i . Lemma 7.12 shows that the involution ! has well-de ned actions on both P n =I n and P n =I q n . 33
